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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n .  

1V[oDERN physics is dominated by  two fuudamental  principles, Einstein's theory 
of relativity and Planck's quantum theory. Both theories are generalisations 
of the classical laws of mechanics and electrodynamics. Relat ivi ty deals with 
the influence of relative motions' on the physical phenomena;  the classical 
laws refer to the limiting case of slow velocities, slow compared with the 
velocity .of light, c -- 3 • 101~ cm./sec., and new effects, as for instance the 
variability of mass with velocity, are or~ly measurable if the velocity of the 
particle observed approaches c. Quantum theory, on the other hand, has to. 
do with the finest sLructure of light and of matter  ; the classical laws are the 
limiting case for matter  in bulk. There exists a certain number of the dimen- 
sion energy • t ime or " action ", Planck's constant h ~ 6.5 • 10 -37 erg./sec. 
which is characteristic for quantum phenomena;  these appear whenever 
an " action " is of the order of h or smaller. Both theories are developed 
to a high degree of perfection. But  they  are not melted into a unit. Quantum 
theory is a wonderful mathematical structure and predicts the natural pheno- 
mena with amazing success, as long as the velocities of the particles involved are 
small compared with the velocity of light, i .e. ,  as long as relativity effects can 
be neglected. Fortunately,  this restriction is fulfilled in many problems which 
atomic physics has to deal with. The velocities of the electrons forming the 
outer parts of atoms are generally small compared with c. Even in nuclear 
physics the motion of protons and neutrons, due to their great mass (1840 times 
that  of the electron), are slow enough to neglect relativity corrections. This 
fact is made use of in the newest a t tempts  to devise theoretical pictures of 
nuclear structure with the help of quantum mechanics. But  there are pheno- 
mena where fast particles are involved and the non-relativistic quantum 
theory breaks down. The first effect of this kind was studied by  Sommerfeld 
in 1916, the fine structure of the spectral lines of Hydrogen. He discovered 
that  in the law of this splitting there appears a dimensioniess combination 
of the fundamental  physical constants, the velocity of light c, the quantum 
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constant h and the electronic charge e. This fine structure constant is the 
mysterious number referred to in the title of this lecture. The importance 
of this number extends far beyond the special problem where it was dis- 
covered. The aim of this lecture is to show that  all finer laws of atomic 
physics are governed by  this number, and to explain some ideas about  its 
deeper meaning. 

2. B o h r ' s  Orbits.  

As Sommerfeld's work was based on the older quantum theory of Niels 
Bohr, we have to start  with a-short recapitulation of this theory. 

We consider a system consisting of a nucleus with the positive charge eZ, 

and an electron with the negative charge - e, where e is the elementary 
charge of electricity, e = 4.77 x 10 -~~ e.s.u. 

Since the force acting between these particles corresponding to Conlomb's 

law is e2Z where 1' is the distance, they move in Keplerian ellipses 
r 2 , 

around their centre of gravity. The energy of this motion does not depend 
on the eccentricity of the ellipse, bu t  only on the major semi-axis a ; if we 
take as zero-point of the energy E the state where the electron is detached 
from the nucleus and at rest, E is negative and has the value 

Ze'-' 
E--- 2a 

Kepler's third law connects a wittl the time T of revolution or its reciprocal, 
1 

v ---- ~, the number of revohltions per unit time : 

a 3 Z e  2 
- -  ~ _  a3 /y  2 - -  

T 2 47r2m 

Here rn can be taken as the mass of the electron since the heavy nucleus can 
be considered as practically at rest. (The influence of the nuclear motion, 
important  for other phenomena, bu t  small, will not be discussed here.) 

These classical laws of motion would permit the energy E adopting values 
over a continuous range. Bohr assumes that  on]y a discrete set of values of E 
are l"eally permissible, by  applying Planck's quantum theory to this system. 
The simplest way of doing this is by  using the quantum principle tha t  the 
angular momentum of a rotating system always has to be an integral multiple 

h 
of ~ ::/~ ; the latter symbol, introduced by I)irac, will be used here through- 

out. For  a circular orbit of radius a, circumference 2~ra, the velocity is 
9~rra 

T - -  2~rav, the momentum 2~ravm, the angular momentum 27ravin • a = 

27rvrna 2. Hence the quantum condition is 
21rvrna 2 = l ~ n ,  n - - - l ,  2, 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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From the last three equations we get 

~2 n 2 m #  Z* 
a ~ - o -  F d -  - -  - - . - - ~  

me ~ Z ' 2h n 2 

These expressions hold also for elliptic orbits with the major semi-axis a. 

We have developed these well-known formulae because the combina- 
tions of constants appearing here have a far-reaching importance. We shall 
denote them by  

- -  0.532 x 10 -s cm., 
a I - -  m e  2 

m e  4 
E 1 = ~ - -  2" 15 X I0 -ll erg. 

Then the stationary states of the I.i-atom and similar one-electron systems 
are given by  

n 2 Z 2 

an--al~- ,  En : - - E l  ~ ; 

a 1 and E1 are the radius and energy of the first orbit of the H-atom (Z--  1). 

E,, is called " Balmer term " ; for if we apply Bohr's frequency condition 
for the light emitted or absorbed, 

hv = E  - E '  

to the case of one I-I-atom, we get 
1 

hv = E l ( n  -1'2 n ' )  

and this formula represents in fact for n' = 2, n ---- 3, 4, 5 , . . . .  the Balmer 
series of hydrogen. For other values of n' we get all other known series of 
this atom, and for Z -- 2, 3 . . . . .  the corresponding series of the one-electron 
ions He +, L i++ , . . . .  

A closer examination of these lines has shown that  they are not simple, 
but  have a fine s t ructure;  the examination of this is the problem which 
Sommerfeld has attacked. But before we talk about  this refinement, wc 
have to consider the physical importance of the two constants al and El, 
introduced by  Bohr. 

3. A tomic  Units.  

Bohr's orbits, based on a combination of classical mechanics and quantum 
conditions, are logically unsatisfactory and have been replaced by  more 
abstract  theories, quantum mechanics in its different forms. But  the funda- 
mental constants al and E,, introduced by  Bohr, have not been replaced, 
but  are the natural  units of length and energy for all atoms, as long as the 
velocities of the electrons are small compared with c. As Hartree  has shown, 
the  properties of all atoms expressed in these " atomic uni ts  " a~, E~ are pure 
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mathematical  numbers or functions. The Hamiltonian of an atom, i.e., its 

energy as function of the momenta  Pl, P2 . . . . .  and coordinates xl, Yl, Zl, 
x2, Y2, z~, . . . .  of the electrons, is 

1 ge~ X' e~ 
H = ~ l p f l  -- I + - - ,  

k k rk k,I rkl 

where rk is the distance of the kth electron from the nucleus, rkz the mutual  
distance of the kth and t h e / t h  electron. The atom is described by Schr6d- 
inger's wave equation (H --~E)~ = 0, where H is the diffelential operator 

constructed by replacing the components of/5~ by 

Now it is easily seen tha t  by introducing al and E1 as units, the wave equation 
becomes 

{ f ( b '  __b' b 2 ) _ _  2 J Z - ~ - l '  1 l E } ~ b  = 0. 
- ~ ~ )  + ~Yk ~ + ~--~-k ~ k rk k,t rkz 2 

I t  contains only numerical constants. If the number of the electrons is 1 
we get the wave equation of the H-atom ; the energies of the stationary states 
turn  out to be exactly given by the Balmer term, which in atomic units is 

Z 2 
E,, = - ~ .  

But in the same way the geometric dimensions and energies of all the atoms 
are dimensionless mathematical  numbers when expressed in atomic units. 

The same holds for molecules, if the motions of the nuclei are neglected. 
This is permitted, since the masses of the nuclei are very large compared with 
the mass of the electron. After having chosen an arbi trary position of the 
nuclei we can determine the  electronic motion by a Schr6dinger equation, 
which in atomic units contains no other constants (besides mathematical  
numbers) than  the coordinates of the nuclei. The energy of the electrons 
is then a function of these nuclear coordinates, F_,(X1, Y1, Z1, X2; Y2, Z~ . . . . .  ) 
and its minima determine the possible configurations of the nuclei. If  
X~, Y1, Z1, X2, �9 . . . . .  are expressed in atomic units, it is evident tha t  the 
relative positions of the nuclei in the molecule are given by purely mathe- 
matical numbers. That  means tha t  all molecules have dimensions of the 
order al and energies of the order E~. Crystals are nothing but very big 
molecules. If the number of atoms is given, the dimensions and energies of 
a crystal formed by them at low temperatures are determined by the order 
of magnitude of a I and El. 

There are many collision processes which belong to the same class of 
phenomena governed by a~, E~, namely all those where the  motion of the 
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nuclei can be neglected and the velocity of the electrons is small compared 
with c, i.e., excitation and ionisation of atoms or molecules by  slow electrons. 
The effective cross-section and the angular distribtltion of these processes 
can be calculated from the same wave equations as the stat ionary s ta tes ;  
they are purely mathematical numbers, when the units at, Et  are chosen. 

We see that  a great field of physics is governed by  the atomic units 
al, Et. But  there are many cases where these do not suffice. 

The first rather trivial exception refers to the motion of the nuclei. 
Whenever these play a r61e, in the heat motion of gases or solids, in optical 
effects, the nuclear masses are a determining factor. 

Empirically these masses are given by  the " atomic weights". But  
we know from Aston's experiments with the mass spectrograph, tha t  the 
chemically measured atomic weighLs do not belong to pure svbstances 
but  to mixtures of isotopes, i.e., nuclei with the same charge Ze, but  different 
masses. The masses of pure isotopes are nearly exact multiples of the small- 
est M, that  of the H-nucleus, or proton. The small deviations found from 
these integer values (in units M) are easily explained by  the assumption 
that  the higher nuclei are not simple additions of protons, bu t  held together 
by  some binding energies. As energy, corresponding to Einstein's law, means 
mass, the energy liberated in combining protons to nuclei results in a dimi- 
nution of mass. Therefore the only new physical  constant introduced by 
the consideration of the nuclei is the mass M of the proton which is about  
18~0 times that  of the electron. This number, the mass quotient 

-- 1840 is a second mysteriou~ number of physics. I t  determines the 
m 
order of magnitude of all nuclear motions, for instance velocities of gas 
molecules, rotations and vibrations of these, vibrations of crystal lattices 
and all properties of matter  depending on these motions : specific heat, 
thermal conductivity,  diffusion, infra-red absorption, Raman effect, chemical 
reaction velocities, etc. 

But  I believe that  the problem of the number 1840 is closely connected 
with that  of the number 137 which is the proper subject of this lecture. We 
shall return to this point later. 

4. Sommerfeld's Fine Structure Formula. 

We come now to the second limitation of the application of the atomic 
units at, ]~1, namely, the assumption that  the velocities of the electrons are 
small compared with c. Whenever this fails to be true, we have to take 
relativity into acco~lnt. 
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This was first done by  Sommerfeld for the explanation of the fine 
structure of the hydrogen lines. As mentioned, he developed his formula 
from the standpoint of Bohr's orbi t ;  this method shows clearly the point 
where the relativity effect becomes important. Therefore we shall s tar t  
with a short report on Sommerfeld's considerations. We have mentioned 
that  all elliptical orbits of the same major axis have the same energy irres- 
pective of their eccentricity. But  for very eccentric orbits the perihelion 
gets very close to the nucleus and the velocity in its neighbourhood becomes 
very high. Then the classical laws of mechanics cease to be valid and have 
to be replaced by  relativity me'chanics. This means tha t  the mass is no 
longer constant, but  increases with the velocity. If this is taken into 
account the motion is no longer an ellipse with fixed axis bu t  a rosette motion 
which can be described as the superposition of the classical elliptical motion 
and a precession of the perihelion. The period of this precession depends 
on the degree of eccentricity and has to be quantised with the help of a new 
quantum number k, which can assume all values 0, 1, 2,. . . . . . . . .  The 
energy becomes a function of k which in the first approximation is given by  

This formula represents many more stationary states, as to each value n 
there bel'ong several states with different k. Therefore each spectral line 
is split up into a set of lines. 

The experimental confirmation of the fine structure formula of 
Sommerfeld is considered as a brilliant proof, simultaneously of Einstein's 
principle of relativity and Planck's quantum theory. 

Here we have the first a t tempt  to unite these two great ideas. As we 
have remarked they are characterised each by  a universal constant, rela- 
t ivi ty  by  c, quantum theory by/~. I t  is natural tha t  in Sommerfeld's formula, 
the correction term depends on both these quantities, the coefficient being 
the square of the quant i ty  

e 2 

a - -  ~ 6  

which Sommerfeld has called fine structure constant. 

This constant  is the reciprocal of the mystical number 137 which I have 
chosen as the title of this lecture. Why is there anything mystical about  
it ? and why is it worth while to speak about it ? 

The astonishing point is tha t  this combination a of three universal 
constants of nature is a dimensionless number. One can see this at  once. 
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The electrical force between two particles with equal charges e in the distance r 

e ~ is corresponding to Coulomb's law given by ~ ; the energy necessary to 

separate them, by e~2. Therefore e 2 can be measured as erg • cm. The 
r 

units of/~ are erg • see. those of c are cm./sec. ; /~c is therefore measured in 
erg • see. • cm./sec, or erg • cm., it has the same dimensions as d. Intro- 
ducing the known values of e, /~, c, one finds 

1 
= 0.00734, or very nearly = 137" 

The fact tha t  this number is small compared with 1, is not only the justi- 
fication for considering the relativity effect as small (its influence as a fine 
structure), but has the most fundamental  consequences for the structure 
of matter  in general. 

The mystery referred to in the title becomes apparent when we compare 
the two numerical coefficients in the fine structure formula 

namely (1/137)2 and ~-. The latter is an arithmetical expression derived by 
mathematical reasoning. The other factor is not of this character. I t  
was found as a combination of physical quantities with dimensions, measured 
in arbitrary units, and our knowledge of its value depends on the accuracy 
of these measurements, 

Is this state of affairs satisfactory ? I think not in tile least. We 
should expect tha t  numerical coefficients in physical laws are always mathe- 
matical numbers like ~- or ~r or something of the kind. If this here seems to 
be different it must  mean an incompleteness of the theory. A perfect 
theory should be able to derive the number a by purely mathematical  reason- 
ing without recourse to experience. But then we are led to a remarkable 
conclusion: If a is a mathematical  number, the constants e, ~, c are not 
independent ! In  other words, from measurements of two of them the third 
can be calculated. Assuming for instance /t and c as primary quantities, 
the complete theory should permit to calculate the charge of the electron ! 
But speculating about a future theory is rather awkward, and before we 
say something about this question, we have to consider the r61e which the 
number 137 plays in the existing theory. 

5. Electronic Units. 

We have seen tha t  the non-relativistic properties of all atoms and mole- 
cules can be expressed by pure mathematical  numbers, using I-Iartree's 
atomic units a 1, E1 for length and energy. Somme~feld's ~estxlts show tha t  
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these do not suffice for all properties of the atoms, the relativistic effects 
depending on the constant a. Now a 1 and E1 are composed of properties 
of the electron, e and m, and of the quantum constant ~. The latter appears 
also in a, and as this has a numerical value, one can eliminate ~ from the 
expressions al, E l "  

~a e a { ~c )5 e a 1 ea 
al - -  : = - - -  ( 1 3 7 )  a 

me 2 ~ \-~V ] mca aa mc a, 

m #  1 ( #  ~a 1 1 1 
E~ = 2~-- ~ = ~ mc 2 \ ~ ]  = ~ rnc a a a -  2(137) 2rnca" 

Now al, E~ are expressed by properties of the electron alone, a length, a0 = 
e a 

~C ~, and an energy, �9 = mca. What  is the meaning of these ? 

The answer for the energy is given by Einstein's fundamental  law which 
he derived in connection with the theory of relativity, stating tha t  mass 
and energy are physically identical, their relation being c a. Therefore 

is the energy of  the electron. 
r a 

Similarly the length ao-----~r can be considered as the radius of the 

electron ; bl/t about this point we have to say some ~ ords. 

To-day most physicists are inclined to consider the electron as a point 
charge and to ignore any question about its size and form as unanswerable 
and meaningless. I t  was not always like that.  A quarter of a century 
ago it was good fashion to consider the electron as a body of finite dimensions, 
for instance as a sphere of radius a 0 with a charge distributed on its surface 
or throughout  its volume. Then it was possible to derive the electronlagnetic 
energy of the electron, and its electromagnetic momentum p from Maxwell's 
eqllations in terms of charge e and radius a 0. The result was for a sphere 
and for slow velocities of the form 

, e a e a ?j 

�9 A - - ,  p = B ~  c-~, 
6/O a0 

where A and B were numerical coefficients depending on the distribution 
of charge. 

Both expressions become infinite for a0=  0. The assumption of the 
electron being a point charge is therefore impossible, as long as Maxwell's 
equations are accepted as rigorously valid. 

The second formula which has the form p -~ mv suggests very strongly 
e 2 

the interpretation of the coefficient m = B -  -- as the electromagnetic 
ao ca 

mass of the electron. 
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Corresponding to Einstein's law mc 2-- E one should expect to have 
e 2 e ~ 

mc 2 ---- B -- equal to e = A - -  , or A ----B. But the calculation with the 
a o a0  

help of Maxwell's equation gave the result tha t  these coefficients are not 
equal, e.g., for a surface charge A = ~ B ! 

The explanation of this discrepancy was seen in the assumption tha t  
the charges were kept together on the sphere representing the electron by 
some very strong coherence forces of unknown or ig in ;wi thout  these forces 
the electron ought to explode in consequence of the mutual  repulsions of 
its equally charged parts. These forces should contribute to the energy 
and yield the missing �89 B. But this explanation looks rather artificial and 
unsatisfactory. The geometrical form and the charge distribution are just 
as arbitrary as those coherence forces. Therefore physicists generally pre- 
ferred to refrain from any hypothesis on the interior of the electron. But 
on the other hand the relation between mass or energy of the electron and 
radius was too beautiful to be given up. Therefore one began to consider 
the equation 

e 2 
- - m c  ~ = ~----8.1 x 10 -Terg, 

a o  

with the arbitrary choice of the coefficient A -- 1, as def ini t ion of the con- 
ventional radius  ao o f  the electron: 

e 2 
- -  2 . 8 2  • 10 -l~cm. 

a o - -  m c  2 

I t  is the length, by which the radius al of the first orbit of the H-atom is 
expressed; we can write 

0*2 E E 

F,1 = ff.e =2(137) 2 -- 2 • 18770' 

1 
al = ~ ao -- (137) ~ ao = 18770 ao. 

We realise now the great importance of the mlmber 137, the square of 
which determines the relation of the energy and radius of the H-atom, F, 1 
and al, to the energy and radius of the electron, e and ao. 

We shaU call e, a o electronic un i t s  of energy and lengttL As e~= ao E 
the value of e in these units is 1. 

large value oflo ----- (137) ~ = 18770 is apparently the justification The 

for treating the electrons in atoms or molecules as point charges with fixed 
masses. If you enlarge the electron to the size of a pea (diameter ~ cm.) 
the hydrogen atom would be a sphere with a diameter of 100 m. The binding 
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energy of the a~om is small in the same relation to the self-energy of the 
electron. 

We shall now show that  using electronic units all laws of atomic physics 
become dimensionless equations with numerical coefficients; but  these 
are not all purely mathematical numbers, but  amongst them appears the 

constant a. The great value of 1 __ 137 is the decisive factor for the order 

of magnitude of all physical phenomena, when reduced to electronic units. 

6. Relat iv is t ic  Wave  Equat ions .  

Sommerfeld's explanation of the fine structure was a most important  
pioneer work, bu t  suffered from the same insufficiencies as Bohr's theory in 
general and had to be replaced by the modern methods of quantum mechanics. 
We have now to consider the a t tempts  to construct a wave equation for the 
electron which satisfies the principle of relativity. 

The first relativistic wave equation for a single electron in a given 
electromagnetic field has been stated by Gordon and Klein;  it reads 

/t b in complete analogy to Px = -i ~-x' " . . . .  Hele  the operator W means -- ~ b~, 

- ->  

Ao is the scalar and A the vector potential of the external field. 
As this field is generated by  electrons or nuclei, we can split from the po- 

tentials the factor e representing the potential of the point charge, e at 
a 0  

the distance ao:  
e - -> e - ->  A0= r A = s  

- ->  

then $0, $ are dimensionless functions of space and time. If  we take a 0 as 
unit  of length, ao/c as unit of time, the wave equation becomes : 

- ->  
2 

+ + a~ I r O. I -  + § oTy . . . .  
I t  contains only the dimensionless constant a. But  this equation fails to 
represent an important  property of the electron, the spin, or the fact tha t  
the electron has a mechanical angular momentum half tha t  of the first orbit 

of Bohr, �89 and a magnetic moment  of the same amount  as this orbit, e/~ . 
z~nc 

Theoretically there are difficulties in interpreting the equation because of the 
appearance of the second derivative with respect to time of $. The statis- 
tical interpretation assumes that  [$12 dx dy dz is the probabili ty of finding 
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the electron in a specified element dx  dy  dz of space. But  then the knowledge 
of the distribution function r at the time t = 0 should suffice to calculate 
it at any other time ; the differential equation ought to be of the first order 
in t. But  since it is of the second order the initial conditions must include 

the value of 5 r  = 0 for t ---- 0, which is difficult to understand. 
o t  

These considerations led Dirac to his celebrated wave equation of the 
first order in x, y, z and t : 

A) 70 mc r ---- O, + ; A 0  + 7  ( P  + c  

which contains as coefficients four numerical (dimensionless) operators or 
--+ 

matrices Y0, 7 = (72, 72, 7a). 

The most important  property of Dirac's equation is the fact tha t  it 
explains the spin of the electron. This becomes evident if one tries to deduce 
from it the Gordon-Klein equation as a first approximation;  then there 
appear additional terms of the form 

~e -~ ' -~  a H  
2mc 

.__> --). 
where H is the magnetic field strength and a a vector-operator, composed 
of the 7% (and a similar electric term which is imaginary and has no imme- 
diate meaning). This can be interpreted as the energy of interaction of the 

__> 
field H and the magnetic moment  of the electron having the magnitude 
/re 

2m~--c' called a magneton.  

If we introduce electronic units, Dirac's equation becomes 
.___> 

1 at ar + 7  ~ + ~  +70~ r  

1 
it contains only the number a = ~ .  

/~e 1 e ~ ~/c ea 0 
The magneton can be wri t ten ~ = ~ e mc 2 -  e-T. -~ --2c~ ' where eao is the 

electric moment  of two elementary charges in the  distanee a0, which in 

electronic units is equal to 1. The magneton is in these units 1 : 6 8 . 5 .  

If the potentials do not vary  with time there exist s tat ionary states 

which one gets by  taking ~b proportional to e ~Et  , or in the electronic units 
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e iaZt. The wave equation, divided by a, is then 
---> 

z - - r  r ~ +  +r0 r  

In the case of a hydrogen-like atom or ion the field of the nucleus is 
r / o  - - >  

described by a scalar potential g 0 = ~.~, whereas A = 0 ; or in electronic 

units r = Z -+ 7' r = 0. The equation can be rigorously solved ; the stat ionary 

states are given by 
1 

E =  

+ { n -  k +  Vk~--a'~Z'q ~ 

where n, k are the same quantum numbers as in Somnlerfeld's theory. As 
a matter  of fact, the same formula has been already derived by Sommerfeld 
using the old nlethod of Bohr's orbits. One can easily see tha t  the approxi- 
mate formula given at the beginning of our discussion can be got from the 
exact one by a development with respect to powers of a. The zero order 
term is the rest energy of the electron (1 in electronic units) not written in 
Sommerfeld's formula ; the first order term in a s corresponds to the Balmer 
term, the next term to Sommerfeld's fine structure correction. 

The complete agreement of the exact formula with the structure of the 
X-ray spectra up to the highest atomic numbers shows tha t  the number 137 
governs the behaviour of a s tat ionary electron in a nuclear field to the finest 

detail. 

7. Interaction of Electrons and Radiation. 

The most important  case where the constant a enters into the laws of 
physics is the interaction of electrons with electromagnetic radiation. 

In the preceding considerations we have dealt with stationary states 
of the atoms or molecule% their dimensions and energies. But an excited 
state has a natural  instability because the surrounding ether can take energy 
from the atom and carry it away as radiation or light. This process depends 
on the constant  a, as can easily be seen by a semi-classical consideration. 

A vibrating electron of the frequency v sends out energy in form of electro- 
magnetic waves corresponding r the law 

dE 1 t~, 
dt r 

where the constant  r, of the dimension of a time, is given by 

3 racs 
T 

87r 2 e2v2 ~ 
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This classical law of radiation can be transferred to the quantum theory. 
Then we have not a continuous loss of energy, but instantaneous transitions 
from excited states to lower states. Each excited state has a certain life 
time which is unambiguously determined by the wave equation of SchrSd- 
inger, with the help of the matr ix element of the dipole moment of the 

system. 

The reault of this consideration is t l lat  all life times are of the form fr, 
where r is the constant given above and f a mathematical  number, charac- 
teristic for the state considered. 

Let us now calculate the life time of the first excited state of the 
H-atom and compare it with the period of vibration corresponding to the 
transition to the ground state. In  this case f turns out to be nearly 1. Hence 

1 
the life time is r, and as the period is T = - ,  the ratio in question is 

3 mc 3 
~2 = v~" 877 ~ e2 v . 

Introducing here for v the value from Balmer's formula 

v = ~ E 1  " ~ -  = ~ E ~ = g ~ m c ~  ~, 

we find easily 

, _ 21  .-=-2 (137)3 = 1.64 • i08 . 

The reciprocal of this is the relative width of the spectral line, 

A v 
- -  6 . 1  • 1 0 - L  

Y 

This quotient can also be considered as the coupling energy of electronic 
motion and radiation field, h ZXv relative to the emitted energy, hr. 

The enormous length of the life time measured in periods of emitted 
vibrations, or the extreme smallness of the coupling energy between atom 
and ether is of the greatest importance for the appearance of the physical 
world and our method to describe it. I t  makes it possible to separate atoms 
from the surrounding field and  to ascribe to them stat ionary states. If  a 
were bigger than  it really -is, we should not be able to distinguish matter  from 
ether, and our task to disentangle the natural  laws would be hopelessly 
difficult. The fact however tha t  a has just its value i~v is certainly no chance 
but  itself a law of nature. I t  is clear tha t  the explanation of this number 
must be ~he central problem of natural  philosophy. But  before we can dis- 
cuss this question we have to mention many other phenomena determined by 

the value of a. 
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One of the simplest in principle, even simpler than  the radiation of a 
bound electron just considered, is the interaction of free electrons and radia- 
tion. This can be treated rigorously with the help of Dirac's equation, by 
introducing into it the alternating field of a light wave. Then the static 

-+ 
potential $0 vanishes, the vector potential $ is a periodic function of 

_ + _ _ >  - ->  

(v t  - -  k r) representing a wave with the frequency v and the wave-vector k 
1 

( i .e . ,  a vector in the direction of the wave normal and a length ~, when A 

is the wave-length). 

The effect of light waves on free electrons consists in a scattering of the 
light. If the frequency is high, as for X-rays, the scattered wave has a lower 
frequency as the pr imary wave. This is the Compton effect. I t  is well 
known *hat it can be explained by an application of the laws of conservation 
of energy and momentum, ascribing the light quantum the energy h v and 

the momentum h v ;  the result of a simple calculation is 
c 

= 2A 0 sin 2 ~, A A 

where 6 is the angle of deflexion of the light quantum and A0 the soealled 
Compton wave-length, namely 

h ~0 - -  - -  2 . 4 2  • 1 0  - 1 ~  cm. 
~ t c  

This length is characteristic for pure quantum effects, just as the electronic 
radius 

e ~ 
ao = - -  2 . 8 2  • I 0  -13 c m .  

~nc 2 

is characteristic for purely electronic effects. Their quotient 

a o e 2 I e 2 a 
- -  = - - -  _ _  

A0 ~ 2,r ~ 2,r 

is again the fine structure constant, divided by 2~r. 

The existence of the mysterious number  can therefore be ascribed to the 
fact, tha t  there are two different "na tura l"  units of length, in our laws of 
nature, a larger one Ao taken from quantum theory, a smaller one a o taken 
from the electron. 

The probability laws of the scattering of light, the law of angular distri- 
bution ant1 the total yield, can be expressed with the help of an effective 
cross-section q. For long waves this can be deduced from the field equations 
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of Maxwell and classical mechanics ; the result is J. J. Thomson's well-known 
formula 

8~r 
q = -~-a0 ~. 

For shorter waves Dirac's equation has to be used;  the calculation, 
first performed by  Klein and Nishina, gives an expression for the cross-section, 

A0 which deviates from Thomson's formula by  a function of V = ~-, where A is 

the wave-length of the incident light and A 0 -  

length : 
8~r 

q = -.g ao~f(n),  

with 

= 

Since, as we have seen, 

h 
the Compton 

mc 
wave- 

l l o g ( l + 2 v ) ]  + 1 l + ~ v  ~ l o g ( l + 2 v )  - ( l+2q )~ j .  

1 
)~0 -- a0 -- 137a0, we have ~ ----- - -  when A is a~' 

measured in electronic units. Then 

q = - ~ f  ~ = f 

is a numerical function of A which contains the constant a = ~-v. 

There are many other possibilities of interaction between light quanta 
and charged parLicles. One important  case is the scattering of a beam of 
electrons passing a nucleus with emission of light. I t  turns out tha t  this 
process is more effective causing absorption of the electronic beam than any 
other process (as excitation or ionisation), provided tha t  the energy is high, 
greater than E ---- mc 2 (or 1 in electronic units) ; it determines the decay of 
cosmic rays passing matter. We give as example the formula o[ Bethe and 
Heitler, representing the loss of energy per unit length in a medium containing 
N nuclei of the atomic number Z per unit volume, for electrons with an energy 

larger than E, bu t  smaller than -~ = 137 a: 

dE 
-- N q E ,  

dx 

where the effective cross-section in electronic units is 

q =  Z2a ( 4  log 2 E - - ~ )  

a numerical function depending on a = ~ v .  These examples which could 
easily be extended show 1lOW the number 137 is the dominating factor for all 

natural  phenomena. 
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8. A Unitary Theory of the Electromagnetic Field. 

But this nmnber 137 itself is not explained by  the existing theories. This 
is a very unsatisfactory situation. We are compelled to look for improve- 
ments. For  this purpose it is necessary to find out the weak points, both  
deviations of theoretical predictions from experience and internal logical 
difficulties. As to the first point  there is general agreement tha t  there are 
deviations. Very fast particles are much less absorbed than the theory 
predicts. This is proved by  the enormous penetrating power of the cosmic 
rays. The retardation of electrons by  nuclei with emission of light, mentioned 
in the last section as the most effective cause of absorption, would stop the 
cosmic radiation in a metre of water  whereas this radiation is still be found 
at the bo t tom of deep lakes in some 500 m. deep. In  some cases the retarda- 
tion of single electrons by  passing a plate of lead has been measured ; a Wilson 
cloud chamber combined with a powerful magnet shows curved tracks, and 
the increase of curvature of a t rack passing a lead plate allows to calculate the 
retardation. For  particles with an energy larger than 100~ the decrease 
of velocity was found decidedly less than what  theory predicts. 

Looking for internal logical difficulties we remember the rather shocking 
way by  which the " radius of the electron " was introduced. Unable to 
bring the assumption of finite dimensions of the electron in accord with Max- 
well's field equations the physicists agreed silently to make use of 'the electro- 

e ~ 
nic radius defined by a0 ---- n-~,c2, and to consider at  the same time the 

electron as a point charge ! 

I t  is evident that  the field equations have to be changed in such a way 
that  the electron gets a finite radius and the " coherence " forces necessary 
to keep the charge distribution together satisfy the postulate of relativity. 
Since in the expression for a 0 the constant 1~ does not appear, it seems to be 
very improbable that  this problem has anything to do with quantum theory. 
Therefore it has been at tacked from the standpoint  of classical theory 
on very many different ways, Two main ideas can be distinguished, 
One way  initiated by Einstein introduces gravitat ion as the internal cause 
of the coherence of the electron, and endeavours to accomplish this by  a 
unification of the gravitational and the electromagnetic field. Many " uni- 
fied field theories " have been published, by  Einstein, Weyl, Eddington,  
Veblen and many others, but  without  success. I believe tha t  this is quite 
natural. Gravitation is a very weak force, which we know experimentally 
only from macroscopic, electrically neutral bodies. I t  seems to me very doubt-  
ful whether it has a meaning at all, to talk about  the gravitation of two elec- 
trons. The gravitational at traction between these electrons in the distance r is 
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K --r2 , where K :  6.664 x 10 -8 dyne -~ - l s  the constant of gravitation, whereas 

e 2 
the electric repulsion is ~. The relation gravitational to electrical force 

m S 
is ~ ~ ---- 2.4 x 10 -48. The extreme smallness of this factor is a convinc- 

ing argument that  the idea of explaining the elementary particles with help 
of gravity and all the at tempts  of unified field theories are entirely wrong. 

The other way  of a modification of Maxwell's field equations was first 
tried by  Mie in 1912 who showed that  these equations allow very great general- 
isations without  losing their shape and invariance properties. He developed 
an admirable formation of a non-linear field theory, bu t  made unnecessary 
assumptions which led him to so serious difficulties tha t  this line of research 
has been nearly forgotten, until I took it up recently. 

A direct introduction of a length (the radius of the electron) in any kind 
of field equations seems impossible if the charges are considered as concent- 
rated in points. For  these equations, as given by  Mie, have the general form 

--'> - +  - ->  

D = rot H,  di~T D ---- 0, 

__'> __> --> 
B ---- - r o t E ,  d i v B  = 0. 

..-> .--> 

where the components of the vectors D, H are functions of the components of 
- ->  ---> 

B, E ; as the equations are homogeneous in x, y ,  z, ct, they do not permit any 
simplification by  the introduction of a " natural  " unit of length. But  since 

--->---> - +  ---> 

the relation between D; H and B, E is not linear, there is the possibility of 
introducing a natural  unit for the field. The following assumption turned 
out to be successful : 

bL bL 
D~: -- ~E~' "'" H~ = ~Bx' 

where 

L = b ~ i ~ --> --> 1 ( '~  I~) - I (B  2 - -  I ~  2) - -  ~ " 

This function L is called " Lagrangian ". In the case of Maxwell's equations 
---> ---> - ->  ---> ---> ---> 

in  vacuo it is L = �89 2 -  E*), whence it follows tha t  D = E, H = B. The 
new function L is a generalisation thereof;  it colztains a constant  b called 

- ->  - ->  

the " absolute field ", which is supposed to be very large. If  B, E are 
small compared with b, L reduces in first approximation to MaxwelYs 

A 2  
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.__> ___> 

expression L = �89 2 -- Ez). Infeld and I have shown tha t  L is the simplest 
function fulfilling all conditions of relativity. 

As Mie has already shown, the laws of conservation of electromagnetic 
energy and momentum can be derived from the field equations, in the form 
of divergence-equations. For instance the law of conservation of energy is 

~U --~ 
-7 + div S = 0 

where 
- - > - - >  - +  ---~ ---> 

U = I , + E  D, S = E  • H 

are the densities of energy and momentum. There is a static solution 
- +  --> --~ 

(H = 0, B = 0) corresponding to a point charge. For the equation div D =0  

has the centre-symmetric solution Dr -- e and one has 
- -  r-  ~ ,  

D~ = ~L E~ 

4 ' ~ E r  I -- ~ E r  2 

o r  

if r0 is defined by 

E r  D r  e 

r0 * 

Er is everywhere finite ; for large r, 

i . e . ,  Coulomb's law, but for small r Er 

sumes for r - -  0 the value __e = b. The 
�9 yo'~ 

the field in the centre of the electron. 

compared with r0, one has E r -+  _e  
r2 ' 

does not become infinite, but  as- 

absolute field constant is therefore 

Since this theory is re.lativistically 
invariant, Einstein's law E = m c  2 is exactly fulfilled. A simple calculation gives 
for the rest-energy 

f e, E = m c  2 = U d x d y d z =  1 . 2 3 6 - .  

This formula can be considered as exact definition of the " r a d i u s  of the elec- 
tron ", which deviates from the " conventional " radius a0 by a numerical 
factor : 

e 9. 

ro = 1.236 ~u = 1236 a0. 

Here we have the principal poin t :  The new theory considers matter  
and field not as two entities, but  as one and the same. The particles are 
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simple singularities of the field, and their mass is the field energy connected 
with the singularities. I t  is a unitary field theory, in opposition to the accepted 
dualistic theories which introduce separate masses for each kind of particles. 

We cannot enter into a discussion of other consequences of this theory, 
but  we shall restrict ourselves to the question connected with the mystical 
number 137. There is little hope that  this new theory of the electromagnetic 
field can help us immediately to understand this number ;  for as it was 
defined with the help of/~ it must be connected with quantum ideas and can 
never be derived from a purely classical theory. The new field theory removes 
the difficulties connected with the " radius of the electron " (or with the 
infinite self-energy of the electron as a point charge), bu t  it is certainly only 
a limiting case of a quantum electro-dynamics, just  as classical mechanics 
is a limiting case of quantum mechanics (Bobr's correspondence principle). 

9. Quantum Electrodynamics. 

The idea of light quanta or photons, as proposed by  Einstein for the 
explanation of the photoelectric effect, was the first indication that  quantum 
principles had to be applied to the electromagnetic field in the empty  space. 

For this purpose one considers the field as composed of harmonic waves, 
by  a Fourier analysis ; then each Fourier-coefficient, representing the ampli- 
tude of a monochromatic wave, can be treated as mechanical coordinate 
and subject to quantum conditions. In this way it was possible to give an 
exact meaning to the notion of a photon and to derive the laws of statistical 
equilibria of those, i.e., Planek's law of radiation and the fluctuation of radiant 
energy. Dirae succeeded in giving a rigorous t reatment  of emission, absorp- 
tion and scattering of light by  considering an atom and its surrounding field 
as a quantised system. 

Later  Pauli and I-Ieisenberg gave the theory a form which did not make 
use of the Fourier decomposition of the field components, bu t  treated these 
directly as quantum variables. This method can be transferred to the uni tary 
field theory, in the following way : 

- +  - +  

The components of the vectors D and ]3 have to be taken as pr imary 

variables ; just as in quantum mechanics q and p ---- -~ ~-- do not commute 
i ~q 

one has (pq - qp) f (q)  = -~ ~ (qf) - q ~ = f ,  or pq  -- qp = :  some 
---> .--> - - > . - +  

components of D and B are supposed not to commute. D, B are functions of 
-+ 

the space vector r (x, y, z) and time t ; x, y, z, t are considered as commuting 
---> - +  

variables. The assumption is made that  any components of D and B 
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commute, when they are taken in two points at finite distance, but tha t  this 
fails to hold, if the two points approach. One has commutation laws as " 

b ' "-> --> 
- -  = 8 ( r l - - r2) .  

/ - - ->  ---> "X 

8 k r l - - r , }  = S ( x t - - x , )  �9 S(yt - -y~)  �9 S (zl--z2) is the product of three 
symbolic g-functions of Dirae. {~(x) is 0 for x,~=0, but  ~ for x :  0 in 

such a way tha t  f~176 = 0}. 
- - O O  

---> --> 

If  D, B are expressed as multiples of the absolute field constant  b, one gets 
--> 

b 2 bx 

Since b - e the constant  is 
1,011 ' 

~c  ~c  , 1 
b ~ - -  e2-r0  4 = - r 0  4. a 

The appearance of the factor r 4 is explained by the fact tha t  the ~-function 

is not dimensionless, but is of the order #,  as its integral over space is 

uni ty ; therefore r01 ~ ~ is dimensionless. 

These commutation laws are combined with differential equations giving 
the change of an operator F in space and time : 

- -  = WF - FW 
i 3t 

~ F  
i = - - Fb ) 

where 

f -+ f-+ W = Udv, p = S dv 

are the total  electromagnetic energy and momentum. The energy density 
---> ---> 

U can be taken as any invariant  function of D, B ;. in the case of the 
Lagrangian L given in the last section one has (with b = 1) : 

%/1 -~ -+ --> --> -> --> U =  + D ~ + B  2 + $ 2 - I ,  S = D  • 

Then it can be shown tha t  the generalised field equations are a consequence 

of this assumption. 

i t  can also be shown tha t  a closed system as a whole satisfies the laws 
of quantum mechanics. Especially its total angular momentum 

--> - ~  --> 

M = f ( , x S )  av 

is quantised, and always an integer multiple of ~. 
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This result shows that  the theory in this form is incomplete. For  we 
know' tha t  electrons (and protons) have the angular momentum �89 The 
spin effect is not  represented by  these equations. 

'Therefore my collaborator M. H. L. Pryce has proposed a modification 
.--> - +  

of the theory in which the coordinate q and the momentum ~ of the point 
charge are introduced as new quantum variables. They are connected with 
the field by  the quantum conditions 

---> -_> 

[ D x ,  = e r - -  q ),... 
The expressions for energy and momentum are modified so as to represent 
the spin effects ; for one singtflarity they  are 

w=fuav+ . 

p = dv + 
---> 

Here ~ is a vector the components of which are Dirac-matrices ~1, a2, a3. 
Then it can be shown that  the field equations follow in the form : 

. -~  --> ---> ---> --> --> ---> - +  

D - - r o t H  =~we  e 3(r -- q), d i v D  ----- 4~e3(r  -- q), 

_L> .__> --> 

B + rot  E -~= 0 div B ='0.  

They have now 3-functions on the right hand term, corresponding to a point 
__> ---> 

charge at the point q moving with the velocity a. 

The total  angular momentum of a closed system is now the vector sum 
---> 

of the electromagnetic momentum f ( 7  x S) dv and the spin momentum �89 ~. 
This formalism seems to give the possibility of adapting Dirac's spin theory 
to the general idea of the non-linear field equations in which the particles 

appear as singularities. 
But  on tile other hand the equations of Pryce do not agree well with 

our aim to explain the number 137. For as the commutat ion rules of the 
field components contain the constant/z,  the ideal theory should not intro- 
duce e as an independent constant as is the case in Pryce's  commutation 

._+ --+ 

rtfle for D and ~. 
Nevertheless this theory can be adopted as a step in the right direction, 

as the fol!owing considerations show. 

lO. TheMass of the Proton. 

As we have seen, the total  angular momentum of a closed system is 

the vector sum o~ the real electromagnetic momentum l~, with I = 0, 1, 2,. �9 
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and the spin momentum of the singularities, �89 ~. The quantum numbet 
of the total  momentum j has therefore the values 1, ], ~ . . . . . . .  , but  to each 
value of j correspond two states : 1 + �89 and (l + 1) -- �89 All this is well 
known from the theory of the spectra, where the azimutal quantum number l 
of the orbital motion combines with the spin �89 to the so-called inner quantum 
number j.  But  whereas the t ~ o  states with the same j have nearly the 
same energy in the case of the spectra so that  the spin leads only to a fine 
structure of the lines the application of this idea to the point charge, as 
singularity of the non-linear field equations, leads to a very gross structure 
indeed : it gives the enormous difference of the internal energies of the proton 
and the electron. 

This idea has been suggested by  Pryee. life started from the experi- 
mental fact tha t  both kinds of particles, protons and electrons have the 
same angular momentum. As the spin is not connected with all accumu- 
lation of energy, the state 0 + �89 with no electromagnetic momentum (l = O) 
should have only electros*atic energy, whereas the state 1 -- �89 which has a 
finite electromagnetic momentum (1 = 1), has an additional electromagnetic 
energy, which might explain the great mass difference. 

I shall show that  this conjecture is strongly confirmed by an estimate 
of the energies. A correct calculation would of course imply the exacL 
solution of the problem of our field equations, not only as classical differen- 
tial equations, but  as a quantum problem. We are far from being able to 
solve this problem. But  for an estimate of the order of magnitude this is 
not necessary. I t  suffices ~o combine some well-established knowledge. 

We know from experiments of Stern the magnetic moment of the proton. 
I t  is of the order of magnitude which one expects if the electronic mass m 

/re is replaced by the mass of in the expression for the magneton/z -- 2 m c  

the proton M;  yet  it is not exactly equal to the " nuclear m a g n e t o n "  
M 
- tz ---- 1840 tz, but  about  2�89 times larger. This shows that  the magnetic 
m 
moment  of the proton is not a primary effect like tha t  of the electron, bu t  
may  be the result of two nearly compensating actions. This fits very well 
with Pryce 's  idea of the proton being the state 1 - - {  of the elementaly 
charge. We know that  the magnetic moments of the spin and of the orbital 
motion of the electron in an atom running around a nucleus, are equal, both 
one Bohr magneton, in spite of the difference of the mechanical momentum. 
I t  is natural to assume that the same holds for the magnetic moment of the 
electromagnetic field of the elementary charge itself. The two motions 
characterised by  l ----- 1 and s = �89 would compensate their magnetic moments, 
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if there would be no interaction between them. This interaction may be 
responsible for the small difference, about 2�89 nuclear magnetons ; but  this 
question does not interest us. 

We try now to estimate the energy of the rotating electromagnetic 
field with the magnetic moment /~. As an exact calculation is impossible 
we use the analogy of the electrostatic case. There we know tha t  the unitary 

field theory gives an expression of the same form A ~ for the energy of a 
a0 

point charge, as the classical theory for a charged sphere, only with a little 
different numerical coefficient A. We can safely suppose tha t  the same 
holds in the magnetic case. Now the magnetic energy of a magnetised 

sphere of the radius a 0 with the moment/~ is �89 - -  We can be confident 
a o  3 �9 

that  this holds also in the uni tary theory with respect to order of magnitude. 

eao As we shall see immediately the Here we introduce the value/z -- 2a" 

resulting expression for the magnetic energy is large compared with the 
electrostatic energy, and we can identify it with the total  energy Mc 8 of the 
rotating charge. So we find 

eSa0  2 1 1 e 2 
Mc8 = ~- (2~) 8 a J  - -  8 ~  ao" 

On the other hand the electrostatic energy of the point charge is 

6 8 
m c  8 ~ _  _ .  

r162 

From this follows 

M _ 1 _ (137) 8 _ 18770 = 23~0. 
m 8a 8 8 8 

This agrees fairly well with the mass quotient 1840 of proton and electron, 
for the numerical coefficients are rather arbitrary. But the appearance of 

1 
the factor ~ is quite unambiguous, and it is responsible for the order of 

magnitude. 

If the idea is correct, tha t  the positron and the proton, the electron and 
the (hypothetical) negative proton are different states of the same elementary 
charge, one should expect to find transit ions;  for instance from a proton 
to a positron under emission of light quanta. The energy of these should 
be of the order Mc 8 or ] 840 mc 8, and since mc 8 corresponds to about �89 million 
"electron volts, this radiation would have an energy of about 1000 million 
volts. 
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Now the objection 'can b'e raised" why do then exist protons at all ? 
And when a proton' is generated from a positron by  absorption of energy, 
why does it not spontaneously jump back in its initial state ? 

The answer is given by  the consideration that  a rotating charge distri- 
bution of one sign has no electric moment  ; it cannot emit a dipole radiation, 
but  only a c~uadrapole radiation (of the magnetic type), But  it is well-known 
that  in this case the rotational quantum number changes by  2, not by  1. 
Hence the state i ----- 1 is me{astable, it cannot go over into the state I ----- 0 
by  emission of radiation.. 

But  collisions with fast~e]ectrons may induce such a transition. There- 
fore one might expect the occurrence of transformations of protons into 
positrons in mat ter  bombarded by  cosmic rays. Such process would involve 
most violent emission of light quanta  from one point of the space, like an 
efiormous explosion, which may accelerate the surrounding electrons of the 
atom, or may  produce a number of electronic pairs (an effect, of which we 
have to speak in the next section). 

]~xplosions of such kind have been observed by  Hoffmann as " StSsse," 
or bursts, in an ionisation chamber ; it is not settled whether the "showers of" 
particles (positive and negative electrons) discovered by  Blackett  and 
Occhialini are small bursts, or something different. No satisfactory expla- 
nation of bursts and showers has been given on the accepted theories. I 
should like to propose the idea tha t  we have in the bursts the affects of the 
transformation of protons into' positrons. 

The hypothesis of the intrinsic identi ty of the light and heavy particles, 
being different rotational states of the same singularity of the electromagnetic 
field reduces one of the mysterious numbers, 1840, to the  other, 137. But  
the problem of the latter is not solve'd, not even approached. I t  seems 

e a o  extremely difficult to understand the formula for the magneton /z -- 2a 

�9 -----68.5ea0, because of the big numerical factor. Classical considerations 
are very unlikely to be of any use. The general formula for the magnetic 

1 "--> --> 
moment of rotating charges is/z ---- -~cc Z e (r • v). If  one takes for v the  

maximum v a l u e  c and concentrates all charges in one distance R, 

one has /x -----�89 eR~; ' therefore the efficient radius should be a0 = 137a ~ 

= ~  where A0 is the Compton wave-length. This consideration reveals the 

root of the difficulty : the existence of two different natural  units of length, 

the electrostatic unit a0 and the quantum unit A~ , in the relation a. 
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11. Attempts to explain the Mysterious Number. 

We have given the value of 1 as a whole number 137. The reason is 

simple, viz., tha t  the accuracy of measurement does not seem to suffice for 
a determination of the next figure. There are two ways, either measure- 

e 2 
merits of e, ~ and c, from which a ~ - ~  can be computed;  or direct mea- 

surements of the fine structure of hydrogen like atoms. The latter 
method has been improved recently by using heavy hydrogen, or deuterium 
D ; by comparing the fine structure of t t  and D one can reduce the determi- 

nation of a to a relative measurement. The result seems to be t h a t  1 is 

decidedly greater than  137, about 137.2. 

to assume tha t  -1 is a whole number. 

I believe tha t  we have no reason 

But some years ago, when the numerical value was still less known, 

]~ddington proposed a theory in which 1 should be a whole number 136. 

This figure was sflpposed to be the expression �89 n ~ (n2+ 1) for n = 4. repre- 
senting something like the " number of freedom " of the Dirae electron 
(which is described by matrices with 4 lines and columns). Later, when it 

became clear, tha t  1 was more likely to be 137 than  136 he changed his 

theory so as to add a unit. He also developed a formula for the mass quotient 
which was found to be the root of quadratic equations in which besides 136 
the number 10 played a r61e, 10 being the value of �89 n 2 (n 2 + 1) for n = 2. 

I was never able to understand this theory which seems to be itself 
rather mystical. 

We shall turn  now to the question how to explain the number 137 from 
the standpoint of the theories discussed here. 

e 2 
As a = ~ connects the constants e and/~ one must either assume the 

existence of smallest electric charges e and reduce the quantum constant 
/~ to it, or vice versa. 

Now we know tha t  charges can be born or disappear. This fact which 
was first foreseen by Dirac's theory of the positron and is evident from the 
standpoint of the uni tary field theory has been stated experimentally with- 
out doubt. Light  quanta passing the field of a nucleus can produce a pair 
of electrons, one positive, the other negative;  and such a pair can vanish 
by neutralisation, emitting light quanta.  
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The laws of this materialisation effect can be derived from Dirac's 
quantum mechanical theory, as we shall see immediately. Therefore it 
seems natural  to assume ~ as pr imary quanti ty  and to t ry  an explanation 
of the bir th of electrical quanta.  Let  us consider this first from the stand- 
point of the uni tary field theory as classical differential equations. Here 
the electron and the positron are represented by two equal and opposite 
point charges surrounded by a static field. If the distance of the singularities 
is large compared with a 0 one can consider the field separately for each 
charge. But when the electrons approach, the fields melt together, as the 
equations are not additive. This process can be followed in all details in 
a special case, namely for two dimensions and infinitely slow motions. My 
collaborator Pryce has developed the exact solution for this case. The 
formulm describe how the field concentrates and disappears when the 
charges approach till they  coincide. But this quasi-static process would 
need forces keeping the charges in their instantaneous positions. If they  
are left free, they  will be accelerated towards another, generating a magnetic 
field. As this has the tendency to persevere (electromagnetic inertia), the 
pair of charges will shoot over the position of neutralisation and appear with 
reversed signs. I t  constitutes a kind of oscillator or dipole the binding force 
of which is determined by the field itself. The oscillations will be damped as 
energy is sent out in form of sphericM waves. In  this way the amplitudes 
diminish till the neutralisation is perfect and all the energy is radiated away. 

The disappearance of a pair is therefore connected with a vibration 
" around the nothing". The frequency of this vibration must be determined 
by the constants of the field theory c, b and e. The only quant i ty  of the 

dimension of reciprocal time which can be built out of these is c . / b  = c_ ; 
m e  r0 

c the frequency of neutralisation must  therefore be of the form v ----7 ro' 

where 7 is a numerical constant. 

If there is any correspondence between this classical consideration and 
the real quantum process of neutralisation, this v should be the Compton 

C ~/,C '~ 
frequence, v 0 - - ~ 0 -  h "  For having conservation of momentum, the 

light emitted must consist at least out of 2 photons;  the energy 2 m c  2 

disappears, therefore one has m c  ~ =  hvo. 

6 3 C 
Introducing here m c = = l  . 2 3 6 -  and % = 7 -  one gets 

r0 r0 

e ~ 2~ 7 
a = ~ =  1 . 2 3 6 "  
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Here we have a new interpretation of a :  it is determined by  the 
neutralisation frequency of an electron pair. 

The only existing real a t tempt  to calculate a has an intimate connection 
to this idea. 

As we said, Dirae has explained the existence of positive electrons and 
the neutralisation of pairs from the standpoint of his wave equation. This 
equation has a proper ty  which was considered first as a great disadvantage : 
it  gives states of negative energT. The energy of a free electron is given 
by  the relativistic expression F, = c ~/m"e 2 + p2, where p is the momentum ; 
here the square root can have both signs. The possible values of 1~ are 
therefore the positive numbers >1 m c  2 and the negative numbers 6 -- m c  2. 

To overcome this difficulty Dirac assumed that  all states of negative 
energy are generally filled tip by  (negative) electrons, using Pauli 's 
principle that  no state can contain more than one electron (confirmed 
by  the laws of atomic spectra). Only occasionally, for instance by  the 
action of a photon, an electron can be thrown out of a state of negative 
energy. Then it appears as a normal electron, but  at the same time there 
remains a " hole " in the lake of electrons with negative energy, and this 
hole behaves exactly like a positive ~electron with positive energy. If 
the electron falls down into the hole under emission of photons, the pair 
vanishes. 

This strange idea has proved itself to be very fruitful as it leads to for- 
mulm for the yield of birth or death of pairs in fair agreement with experience. 
These effects can apparently be t reated as simple aces of emission or absorp- 
tion, only that  one of the states concerned has a negative energy value. The 
theory allows us to calculate the effective cross-section for the generation 
of a pair by  a photon h v  in the field of nucleus of charge Ze : 

1 Z~a= 28 ( 2hv 218~ 
q = ~ r02 -~ _l~ m c  ~ 97q ] '  

and this formula represents the facts with astonishing accuracy. 

But on the other hand this theory leads to immense intrinsic difficulties. 
i t  is compelled to assume tha t  the infinity of electrons with negative energy 
do not generate a field, bu t  are at tacked by  fields (otherwise light would 
not make pairs). The distinction between positive and negative energy 
values is clear only in the case of free electrons ; if fields are present, it breaks 
down. Further  the difficulty of the " infinite self-energy " of the electron 
which is the trouble of each theory using Maxwell's equations appears here 
enlarged by  other infinities, arising from the infinite number of electrons 
in the states of negative energy. 
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Dirae and I-Ieisenberg have tried to overcome these difficulties by  sub- 
tracting the electric density of the negative states from the actual density. 
But  as both are infinite numbers their difference is not  uniquely determined 
and there is a great deal of arbitrariness in these assumptions. 

Nevertheless, there are definite equations s tated by  these authors which 
claim to represent the motions of positive and negative, electrons, and these 
equations have one property in common with the uni tary field theory : they  
are not linear. These non-linear terms give rise to an effect which can also 
be derived from the uni tary field theory (but not from Maxwell's equations) : 
scattering of light by light, I t  can be interpreted from the standpoint of 
Dirac's theory in the following way  : Two incident photons can be instan- 
taneously absorbed giving rise to a pair of electrons; bu t  these collapse 
immediately under emission of two other photons. The total  effect looks 
like a collision of the photons. But  it is int imately connected with the 
generation and neutralisation of a pair. This is the connection with the 
classical consideration given above. But whereas the permanent produc- 
tion of a pair cannot be calculated from the standpoint  of the unitary field 
theory, this scattering effect can be treated easily and the comparison of the 
results of both  methods gives the connection between e and h which we are 
looking for. 

This method has been worked out by  two pupils of Heisenberg, Enler 
and Kockel. They calculate the scattering of light by  light from the Dirac- 
I-Ieisenberg theory of " holes " and show that  it can be expressed as a result 
of non, linear correction terms to Maxwell's equation, corresponding to a 
Lagrangian 

L -- -3 (B' -- E ~) ~ \m2c ' ]  a (-~ "-ff,2)2 -~ ---> �9 , - -  - -  + 7 (B  �9 E)  2 . 

This can be compared with the Lagrangian of the uni tary field theory 
developed into a power series: 

{ ~ / i  I ~ --~ 1 ---> --~ ~ } L = b + ~-~( B~ -- -E~)--~-4(B �9 E) ~ -- 1 

= (m - - + 4 (B �9 F,)2 . . . .  

There  is no full coincidence of the second order term, as the coefficients of 
- ->  - +  

the term (B .  E) 2 differ from another. 

Neglecting this point, we tan  equate the coefficients: 

X = 
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Now we have 

and it follows 

b =  ~ e2 
r~ 2, mc 2 = 1.236 -- 

!, 0 ' 

1 __ 45~(1.236) 4 = 82.4. 
a 4 

This is smaller than the experimental value 137 by  the factor 1.66, but  
it is of the right order of magnitude. Considering the arbi trary assumptions 
made in the Dirac-Heisenberg theory the discrepancy seems not to be dis- 
couraging. In any case, it gives the first order terms of the unitary field 
theory. But  the numerical factor 1.236 in the connection between mc 2 

e 2 
and - rests on a classical calculation which is really an unjustified extra- 

~'0 

polation into the interior of the electron. 

An observation of the scattering of light by  light is not possible owing 
to the smallness of the effect. The cross-section is of the order 

 _(roy 
= ro ~ ~4 \ ~ j 

equal to about  10 -30 cm. ~ for y-rays, 10 -70 cm. 2 for visible light. 

72. Conclusion. 

Proposing the idea of a uni tary field theory I am aware of b e)ng 
in opposition to the most ,eminent physicists, as Bohr, Pauli, Heisenberg. 
They seem to have the idea that  a perfect theory should express the' laws 
of the motion of the elementary particles by  wave equations, each particle 
having a given charge and mass ; the electromagnetic field shall play only 
the r61e of a fiction invented to represent the finite velocity of the propaga- 
tion of the interaction of the particles in a convenient way. My objection 
to this programme is that  I cannot see how it ever could explain the existence 
of the heavy and light elementary particles and their definite mass quotient 
1840, and the relation of the charge to ,the quantum constant  expressed by  
the number 137. 

But  i t ,may turn  out tha t  both ways lead to the same result, as the con- 
sideration of the last section shows aa 'intimate relationsh!p between them. 
Jus t  as quantum mechanics can be considered as a reconciliation of the 
ideas of particle and wave b y  a critical review of the fundamental  motions 
of space-time and energy-momentum, the physics of the future may be an 
amalgamation of the ideas of quantu m and, charge wittl help-of a critical 
s tudy of the notions used for the description of the electromagnetic field 
and its singularities,  




